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THE  CONVERGENCE  DETERMINING  CLASS OF
CONNECTED  OPEN SETS IN PRODUCT SPACES

DIETER LANDERS

Abstract. It is proved in this paper that each sequence of

measures with values in a topological group—defined on the Borel

field of a finite or countable product of connected, locally con-

nected, separable metric spaces—which is Cauchy convergent for

all connected open sets is Cauchy convergent for all Borel sets, too.

1. Preliminaries. In this paper a topological group G is always assumed

to be abelian. The system of neighborhoods of the zero element of G is

denoted by ^(0). A sequence aneG, neN, is Cauchy convergent iff it is

Cauchy convergent with respect to the uniformity

{{(a,b)eG x G:a - b e U}: Ue<%(0)}.

Let 88 be a a-field on X; a function p:88-+G is a measure iff for all

sequences of disjoint sets Ate88, ieN, the sequence (TLi p(Ai))n€fi-

converges to p(yieN Af).

Let 88'„ be a subsystem of 88, Ae88, and p:88-^>-G be a measure. We

write 8BoC\A = {Bc\A:Be88o) and p(880r\A)={p(B):Be880r\A}<^G.
The set N:=C] {U:L'e<?/(0)} is a closed subgroup of G. The quotient

group G/N is a Hausdorff group and the natural homomorphism 7t:G->-

G/N is continuous, open and 7r_17rG0=G0+N for each G0ŒG. Replacing

G by G/N we may assume for our purpose without loss of generality

that G is a Hausdorff group.

If X is a topological space we denote by 3~ x the system of open sets

in X and by 88x the Borel field of X, i.e. the o--field generated by 3~ x. If

Z=Xx Y and A<^Z, TrxA:={xeX:(x,y)eA for some yeY} denotes the

projection of A to X. Ä denotes the complement of a set A.

2. The main results. It is well known that convergence of (probability)

measures for all connected open sets of the space R of real numbers does

not imply convergence for all Borel sets (let e.g. Pn({n})=l, neN). The

following result shows, however, that this becomes true for all product
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spaces R" with «_2. It turns out that the proof heavily relies on the fact

that these spaces are product spaces. More specifically the proof works for

every finite or countable product of connected, locally connected, separ-

able metric spaces.

Theorem 1. Let Z be the product space of two connected, locally

connected, separable metric spaces X, Y containing at least two elements.

If a sequence of measures defined on the Borel field of Z with values in a

topological group is Cauchy convergent for all connected open sets of Z,

then it is Cauchy convergent for all Borel sets ofZ.

Proof. Let G be a topological group and assume that p,n, neN, is a

sequence of measure defined on the Borel field 3SZ with values in G which

is Cauchy convergent for all connected open sets.

(i) At first we shall show: For each closed Ue^iO) and each nonvoid

Be¿7~y there exists a nonvoid open, connected set B0<^B such that

i«n(^'z^(^x^o))I= U for all neN:

Since 7 is a connected, locally connected metric space containing at

least two elements, there exist nonvoid disjoint open and connected sets

B^B, ieN. Then the sets XxB¿, ieN, are disjoint, open and connected.

We shall show that for some ieN, pn(3?zn(XxB¡))<=U for all

neN. Assume conversely that for each ieN there exists n(i)eN with

p„(i)(38zr\(XxB¡))<tU. Then «(¡')->oo because otherwise there exists

n0eN such that p„ (38zr\(XxB¡))<t U for infinitely many ieN; Lemma

5, however, implies

P^(38z n (X x Bd) «= PnJ&z n|(lx Bn)\ c u

for all sufficiently large ieN. Let v¿ : =pn(i), ieN. Let {7,5^(0) be symmetric

such that U^+U^ U. Then by Lemma 4 for each ieN there exists an open

and connected set C^XxB/ with ttx(C¡)=X and vt(C^Ux. We remark

that C{, ieN, are disjoint sets. Now we shall show that

0) (vn( 2i«M Ct))neN ls Cauchy convergent for each M^N.

Let Ax, A2<=-X be nonvoid disjoint open and connected sets. Let

M^N be given and define £>,: = (A¿x F)U^J6W C¡, D12: = (A1x Y)\j

(A2xY)kj2^m C„ Ei: = Di-(AixY) and

Ex2- = Dx2 - ((Ax X Y) u (A2 X Y))    (i =1,2).

As Ax xY, A2x Y, Z>!, D2 and D12 are open and connected and (vn)neS is

Cauchy convergent for all connected open sets, (vn)neN is Cauchy con-

vergent for Elt E2 and E12 and hence for 2^.1/ C, = E1-\-(E2—E12).

Now (1) implies, according to Lemma 6, limieiV vi(C,)=0, which yields

a contradiction.
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(ii) We shall show that (pn)neN is Cauchy convergent for all open sets

ofZ.
Let V be an open set in Xx Y. Since Xx Y is locally connected and has

a countable base, there exists at most a countable number of components

of V, say V„e3~z, neMczN. Let a closed Uoe<%(0) be given and U„e<%(0),

neN, he closed and symmetric such that £/„+{/„<= Un_x, neN. According

to (i), applied for each ieM to B:=TrY(Vi), there exist nonvoid open and

connected sets B^Tiy^V,) such that pn(^zr\(XxB¡))^Ul+3 for all

neN. Furthermore we obtain by (i) a nonvoid open and connected set

A^Xsuch that pn(88zC\(A x Y))a u3 for all neN.

Let C: = Vu (A x Y)u U,6a/ (XxB¡). Then C is an open and connected

set in XxY and

pn(C) = ptJj) + ptjv n {(A x Y) uU(I x m epn(V) + U2,

whence pn(V)ep„(C)+ U2 for all neN. As (pi„(C))niN is Cauchy convergent,

pn(C)—pm(C)eUx for all sufficiently large n, meN. Hence

Pn(V) - pmiV) e pn(C) - pm(C) + U2 + Ut c Ux+U2+U2cz [/„

for all sufficiently large n, meN. This implies (ii).

(iii) As each sequence of measures defined on the Borel field of a

metric space with values in a topological group is Cauchy convergent for

all Borel sets if it is Cauchy convergent for all open sets [2, Corollary 5],

(ii) implies the assertion.

Corollary 2. Let I be an at most countable index set with |/j^2. Let

X{, iel, be connected, locally connected and separable metric spaces such

that \X-\^.2 for at least two iel. If a sequence of measures defined on the

Borel field of X¡e7/ %i with values in a topological group is Cauchy convergent

for all connected open sets, then it is Cauchy convergent for all Borel sets,

too.

Proof. Let i0el be such that \Xt |^2. Then Y: =Xie/-¿0 Xi is con-

nected, locally connected, separable metric and contains at least two

elements. Hence the assertion follows from Theorem 1, applied to

X:=Xi and Y.

Corollary 3. Let X be a connected, locally connected and separable

metric space. If a sequence of measures defined on the Borel field of XN

[Xn for n^.2] with values in a topological group is Cauchy convergent for

all connected open sets, it is Cauchy convergent for all Borel sets, too.

Proof.    Follows immediately from Corollary 2.

We remark that Corollary 3 is applicable to separable normed spaces

and hence especially to the space of real numbers.
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3. Auxiliary lemmas.

Lemma 4. Let Z be a product space of two connected, locally con-

nected separable metric spaces X, Y containing at least two elements. Let

pbe a measure defined on the Borel field 33 z ofZ with values in a topological

group G. Let furthermore U, [/^/(O) with Ux+U^U, U closed, Ux

symmetric, and let B<^ Y be an open and connected set such that

p(38zr\(XxBy)^-U. Then there exists an open and connected set Cc

XxB with irXC=Xandp(C)$Ux.

Proof,    (i) There exists an open set Tc Xx B such that p(T)$U.

Since p(3%zr\(XxB))$- U, there exists De3$z, D^XxB with p(D)èU.

As Ü is open and p(D)eÜ there exists Ve%(0) with p(D)+ F<= 0. Since

each measure on a metric space with values in G is closed approximable

(see [2, Proposition 15]) there exists a closed set F<= D with

p(®z rMD- F)) = /*( &z n(F- D)) c v.

Let T:=Fc\(XxB)._ Then T^XxB is open and p(T)=p(D)+

p(T-D)ep(D)+V<=U, i.e. p(T)$U.

(ii) If 0 j±A<^X is open, then for each Ve°UifS) there exists a nonvoid

open and connected set A0<^A with p(38 zC\(Aüx 7))c V.

Since X is a connected, locally connected metric space containing at

least two elements, there exist nonvoid disjoint open and connected sets

Ai<=A, ieN. Then Atx Y, ieN, are disjoint sets, whence (ii) follows from

Lemma 5.

(iii) Let Un^e%(0), neN, be symmetric such that Un+1+Un^<= Un

for all neN. As the assumptions on X and Y are symmetric, by (ii) there

exists a nonvoid open and connected B0<^B such that /i(Jzn(Ix50))c

U2. Since Xx Y is locally connected and has a countable base, the open

set T<=- Xx Y of (i) contains at most a countable number of components,

say Tne&~z, neM^N. As ttx(T„) is open, for each neM there exists by

(ii) a nonvoid open and connected set An^irx(Tn) such that

p(¿8z C\(AnxY))^ Un+2.

Let C: = Tu(Xx501uUn^i (AHxB). Then C^XxB is open and con-

nected. Ksp(T)iUandp(SzC\i(XxB0)\j{jn£M iAnxB)))c £/2+f/2<= £/,,

we obtain /¿(C^oV
For the sake of completeness we cite the following two lemmas, which

are proved in [1] (respectively [2]).

Lemma 5. Let p be a measure defined on a afield 38 with values in a

topological group G. If Ane-38, neN, decreases to Q then for every

Ue%iO), pi3$C\An)^ U for all sufficiently large neN

Proof.    See Lemma 12 of [2].
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Lemma 6. Let pn, neN, be a sequence of measures, defined on a a-

field 88 with values in a topological group. If Ake88, keN, are disjoint sets

such that CZteM pn(-Ak))neN 's Cauchy convergent for each M<^N, then

lim„eN /^(yU^O.

Proof.   Apply Lemma 10(2) of [1] to bik:=pi(Ak), 1, keN.
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